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Montie Twining is launching more
than a yacht – he’s launching a

new company. Calixas is treading
new water with its first hull: an

environmentally-responsible,
vacuum-infused luxury voyager

dedicated to being part of the
pollution solution…instead of the

problem. Lisa Knapp and reports.
Images by Calixas Yachts. >>>
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INNOVATION IS EVERYTHING
in yacht design; each manufacturer wants to be known for
something inherently unique. Whether their vessel is a
strong boat constructed of lightweight materials, features
attractive, inspiring lines, incorporates revolutionary fabri-
cation techniques, offers high quality at a value price or is
the largest – each builder seeks that element that will
encourage the market to choose their vessel over the
competition. 

New builder Calixas Yachts seems to have achieved all
these criteria with hull number one, an eco-friendly, spec-
built production motor yacht. The Calixas 105 is the largest
gross tonnage vessel ever manufactured in Taiwan, and
recently ran the first endurance sea trial off its coast.

From concept to completion to cruising, the Calixas is
not constrained by geographical boundaries. Designed and
engineered in British Columbia by Gregory C. Marshall
Naval Architects, its interiors – constructed entirely of

highly renewable products – are built in New Zealand by
Specialist Marine International (SMI). Norwegian wiring
and the highest European standards with regards to quality
were employed, while the hull and superstructure assem-
bled in Taiwan at Premier Shipyards. Truly a world-class
build, the first C105 was built with the input of some of the
most highly skilled industry experts from all over the world,
including several German manufacturers acting as consul-
tants. Martyn Castelein, formerly of Heesen Yachts, acted
as the project manager. 

Calixas hopes to cause a paradigm shift in luxury yachting
by using the most environmentally-friendly products and
methods possible today. Passing savings in Taiwanese labor
to the buyer, the new 105 comes completely outfitted with
linens, plateware, artwork, tools, spare parts, tenders, dive
compressors, and MCA-approved safety equipment for
about $10 million – about 20% less than one might expect.
The cost savings adds up to an extra micro jet (perhaps a
couple of the new, composite, environmentally-friendly
ones from Eclipse Aviation that go for about $2M) for any
owner looking for a quiet, fuel-efficient yacht with
extremely low emissions.  

The Calixas 105 (C105) features nuances of an expedi-
tion boat without looking salty, as she’s technically a tri-
deck with nice lines and a modern look. Calixas’ market
strategy is to win buyers over with high quality at a value
price. “Our goal is for a buyer to walk onboard our boat,
compare the C105 to a Benetti 115, and say, ‘Why would-
n’t I buy this yacht that costs 15 to 20% less, is better, and
is environmentally responsible, too?’” said Montie
Twining, Calixas president.

The S.C.R.I.M.P vacuum infusion technology is the
most significant component of this boat’s environmentally
friendly design. While vacuum infusion is an expensive
production technique, Calixas mitigates this factor by

Calixas hopes to cause a
paradigm shift in luxury

yachting by using the
most environmentally-
friendly products and

methods possible.
Available for delivery in

late 2006, the fully-
equipped C105 carries a

price of about $10
million.
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building in Taiwan where the government has licensed the
S.C.R.I.M.P method for Taiwanese builders, making it very
economical. The region’s low labor cost further leverages
the cost of the infusion process, too. Calixas Yachts work
with ATECH; as they have infused more linear feet of
yacht than any other company.

Infusion’s vapor recovery process gives immediate bene-
fits, as it cuts Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) by 95%
with its completely closed system. The shop floor is a
controlled environment and the lamination shop crew is
not required to wear respirators. The actual infusion
process for the entire hull takes less than an hour as the
resin is evenly distributed through the whole manifold.  The
bottom line is that less resin is used – about 30 to 40% less
than a conventionally fabricated boat. “It demonstrates that
we have a superior product that is lighter, stronger, uses less
fuel and assaults the workplace and finished product with
less noxious fumes,” said naval architect Greg Marshall.

The vacuum infusion process improves the work environ-
ment and builds a better product that is less harmful to the
environment, but it requires a higher skill level on the part
of the labor force. “How you fit the core and the manifold
is very precise,” Marshall said. “Shipyards without highly
skilled workers won’t do it.”

The C105’s environmentally-friendly aspects do not stop
with her infused, full-displacement hull and bulbous bow
for added fuel efficiency. She is equipped with 3406 E
Caterpillar engines. “There’s no point in overpowering her
with oversized engines,” said Marshall. “There’s little bene-
fit from bigger engines that will burn more fuel since a
displaced hull will only go so fast.”

The Calixas 105 has other green features that distinguish
her from boats in her peer group. First is the unique stan-
dard waste treatment system. Most yachts must wait until
they’re in port to pump the black water holding tank, but
the C105 can discharge anywhere with its three-tank
system. What’s going overboard isn’t freshwater, but it’s
pretty close. A chlorine tank runs constantly to separate the
heavy sediment from the water, reducing it to small
amounts, which also kills bacteria that create that nasty
smell in some boats.

A traditional yacht typically features two 24,000 BTUs in
the main saloon to air-condition the vessel and three 24,000
BTUs in the wheelhouse. The C105 has two 16,000 BTUs
in the wheelhouse, in addition to the reverse glass intended
to reduce glare and lessen the greenhouse effect. This is
significant because when air conditioning loads are reduced,
a smaller generator is required, which burns less fuel and
reduces heat transfer to the ocean. It isn’t decreased by a
huge amount, but all of the C105’s little differences add up
to save energy. 

“This yacht also has an unusual ability to run
longer/overnight on batteries without air conditioning

Designed and engi-
neered in British

Columbia, with input
from world renowned
industry experts, the

C105 gives new defini-
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loads,” Marshall said. “We designed the boat with a lot of
insulation which makes it quieter and reduces fuel burn.”

How is the Calixas 105 quieter? First, there is no direct
door to the engine room from the inside. One must go
through a control room first, close that door, and then open
the engine room door. The structural core of the hull, the
engine room, headliners and interior spaces are well insu-
lated with hypo-allergenic, renewable products throughout.
This keeps the boat cooler and requires less air conditioning.
The other effect of the insulation is that the C105 hopes not
to wreck the peace of beautiful, pristine anchorages like
British Columbia or St. John. So, reducing vibrations and
noise pollution is part of the C105’s green plan, too.

Twining has committed to build six spec hulls with an
even production line. He’s not waiting for an order to roll in
for hull number one, which will debut at the Miami Boat
Show in February, before starting the lamination process
on hull number two. “We’ve designed a boat that we won’t
have to work hard to sell,” Twining said, adding that the
commitment on Calixas is to build a series, not a one-off. 

To aid in the process of series construction, Calixas has

developed a unique software program that helps streamline
the construction and future maintenance of each yacht it
completes. As we know, manufacturing a superyacht
resembles putting together an extremely detailed puzzle.
Until now, no single piece of software had the capability of
managing and tracking the massive amount of information
and knowledge required by the boat-building process. 

Calixas Yachts has created a “construction portal” which
maintains all the information pertinent to each boat it
builds. Incorporating principles and software mastered by
the automotive and aeronautical industries in recent years,
the portal allows the owner, builder and installers to view
the yacht’s drawings, plans and parts, all in 3-D. To add all
these segments to the database, Marshall’s team collected 3-
D models of the manufacturers’ devices, as well as tradi-
tional 2-D shop drawings. Those parts lacking 3-D images
were “built,” some by Marshall’s group, some by offshore
programmers in Pakistan. The result? Calixas owns a
complete library of every system onboard the yacht, which
will make the design and construction of future Calixas
yachts much more efficient. “The entire spec list is stored in
one searchable database,” said Marshall. All the parts in 3-D
are immediately available to installers. Postings of construc-
tion photos keep everyone informed of progress. And the
owners have every technical detail of their yacht available
instantly.” 

Twining realizes that the terms “environmentally
conscious and yacht” are usually not used in the same
breath. “A buyer who is environmentally-oriented and
doesn’t want to buy another heap of plastic sucking up fuel
should look at the Calixas 105.” It’s everything you’d want
in a yacht….and less. Look for the full onboard feature of
the first 105 in our March issue.

Contact: Calixas Yachts
Tel: (512) 299-9986
Email: mtwining@calixas.com
www.calixas.com

Upholding Calixas’
stringently green stan-
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3406 E CATs, as engines
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full-displacement hull. 
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the greenhouse effect.




